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About SELL
We are...

UT's premier program for social entrepreneurship,

a space to find an impact-first community, and

a medium through which to grow new ideas.
 



Our Philosophy
MISSION
We build upon good people to create changemakers.

WHO ARE "GOOD PEOPLE?"
Good people are people who are passionate about their communities.
They want to do something about the systemic problems that our
world faces, but might not know the right way to do it.

WHO ARE "CHANGEMAKERS?"
Changemakers are good people whom have created positive social
impact for their community. Anyone can be a changemaker, but
each one depends on teams of good people to help them do the right
thing. They need a fellowship.



Our
Philosophy
Values we hold dear

EMPATHY
For social enterprises, everything is based on people
first. The only way to effectively serve people is
through an empathy-centric mindset.

HUSTLE
The road of the social entrepreneur is riddled with
obstacles. Fellows topple roadblocks with speed and
tenacity, the ingredients of hustle.

COMMUNITY
Fellows are people who prioritize working together
with their community to create magnified impact.

IMPACT-FIRST
The why behind everything. Thinking in terms of
what creates the greatest social impact first is the
underpinning of every action that SELL fellows take.



Social Entrepreneurship
a brief definition

“Social Entrepreneurship” refers to a process where sustainable
solutions are developed to meet social challenges. 
 
Social entrepreneurs think of innovative approaches to solve global
problems like homelessness, water insecurity, environmental
degradation, and more.



Social Entrepreneurship
Diving deeper - What is a social enterprise?

Social enterprises range greatly according to what challenges they
are looking to solve. Generally, they are roughly divided among for-
profit and nonprofit ventures of various sizes. 
 
Examples of for-profit social enterprise models include Ben & Jerry’s
and Patagonia. On the other side, nonprofits that are socially
entrepreneurial can include models as simple as the Girl Scouts of
America cookie sales program to more elaborate Doctors Without
Borders international volunteer campaigns.



The Fellowship
solving important problems

A “fellowship” refers to any organized
group that seeks to better understand and
pursue a challenging topic. 
 
The SELL Fellowship is UT Austin’s first
social impact fellowship for undergraduate
students looking to create their own social
enterprises with peers equally passionate
about positively impacting their
communities.



ideator incubator accelerator

Where social impact
ideation happens

Where great ideas get
launched into reality

Where social ventures
scale beyond the classroom

The SELL Fellowship



Our Verticals



Ideator
Fellowship

A STARTING POINT

The first step on your journey as a social
entrepreneur

CENTERED ON IDEAS

Meant to facilitate development of socially
innovative ideas in fellow candidates

OPEN TO ALL

Nobody needs an idea, startup experience, or
business background to apply; candidates
need only bring themselves & their passions 



EIGHT WEEKS

8-week program consisting of weekly
workshops, breakout sessions, pitches,
and more!

SIXTEEN SESSIONS

2-hour workshops, twice per week
 
M/W from 5:30-7:30 PM starting
Sept. 25 & ending Nov. 18

Ideator
Fellowship



Being a Fellow
Student members who have been
inducted after completing the Ideator
Fellowship become "Fellows."
 
Fellows receive lifetime membership to
a community of changemakers that
continuously support one another in the
pursuit of social impact.



Steps
Towards
Fellowship

FIRST
to apply: attend a SELL info
session & complete the application
on sellfellowship.org

SECOND
once accepted: join the ideator
fellowship as a fellow candidate in
order to attend our workshops.

THIRD
to be inducted: present your social
enterprise concept at the end of the
Fall 2019 semester at our Demo Day



Ideator Journey
BACKGROUND1.

Introduction to the fundamentals of social innovation,
entrepreneurship, and more!

2. PROBLEM
How to evaluate a social problem to break it down and
analyze its root causes.

3. IDEA
Basics of Design Thinking and Enterprise Creation in order to
structure a unique solution to the social problem.



Fall '19
Events

Aug. 12 - Application Release

Sept. 3-5 - Information Sessions

Sept. 8 - Application Deadline

Sept. 13 - Interviews Announced

Sept. 21 - Decisions Delivered

Sept. 25 - First Workshop Session

Oct. 5 - Ideator Research Sprint

Oct. 19 - Ideator Design Sprint

Nov. 18 - Final Workshop Session

Nov. 22 - Ideator Demo Day


